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STATEMENT OF CASE.

Defendant, a mining-stock promoter, rancher and horse-

owner, was indicted for wilfully and knowingly attempting

to evade payment of income taxes for the calendar year

1934. The indictment set forth that defendant's net in-

come was in excess of $00,000.00 for that year and fur-

ther alleged that defendant's income tax return claimed

improper fraudulent deductions and credits to bring the

gross income to approximately $16,000.00 ( Tr. pp. 1-5].

The only point raised in this appeal is with reference to

an alleged improper statement made by the court at the

time of rendering judgment re evidence supporting one

specific phase of the government's case (Appellant's Brief

p. 4). It should be here stated that no exception was

taken at the time, and that the case was tried without a

jury.
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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE.

In this brief statement of the evidence, the government

will not attempt to summarize the case in its entirety but

will only refer to that evidence relating to the falsification

of the records in attempts to claim improper tax deduc-

tions on depreciation of livestock, as this is the only phase

of the case raised on appeal.

Accountant Harlin Moore, who prepared defendant's

1934 income tax return on information furnished by de-

fendant [Tr. p. 19], stated that Schedule "C-14" of the

partnership income tax return (Gov'ts Ex. No. 6) set

forth computation of depreciation items on livestock and

that there was necessarily included the alleged cost of the

horses on defendant's ranch in order to determine what

could be claimed for yearly depreciation.

Moore stated [Tr. p. 26] that the alleged cost price

of the horses was furnished to him by the appellant and

that the figures given for each horse were as follows

:

''Calumet Dotty" $500.00

"Bert Abbe" 8500.00 ( Tax deprecia-

tion claimed on

such cost of

"Bert Abbe"

was $1875.00)

"Maxine Express" 300.00

"Polly O'Donna" 300.00

"Annabella Watts" 500.00

"Evening Son" 3500.00

"Jean Morris" 3500.00

"Vida McKinney" 500.00
*

'Valencia Donna" 500.00.
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As contrasted with these figures, witness Ray Sherry

testified that he sold ''Bert Abbe" for $550.00 to the ap-

pellant [Tr. p. 44]. When confronted with defendant's

Exhibit "K" for identification, which exhibit was a pur-

ported bill-of-sale and receipt showing $2500 paid for

"Bert Abbe" [Tr. p. 44; Rep. Tr. pp. 147-8], the witness

denied that it bore his signature. Appellant's counsel then

offered Exhibit "K" in evidence and the Court refused the

offer on the ground that it had not been proved authentic.

Witness Paul McPherson testified [Tr. pp. 41-3] that

he purchased for appellant the following horses, for the

figures hereinafter set forth, upon instructions received

from appellant and with money furnished for such pur-

pose:

"Vida McKinney" $175.00

"Calumet Dotty" 225.00

and the four mares: "Polly O'Donna", "Mabel Cinco-

field", "Suitus" and "Virginia O", all at one time, for a

total price of $200.00.

Witness Thomas Crawford testified that he sold the

mare "Annabella Watts" to appellant for $300.00 [Tr.

p. 47 J.

Witness Frank Rees testified that while employed by

appellant he purchased for him and under appellant's

direction "Evening Son" and "Jean Morris" for $800.00

each [Tr. p. 48].

Various other matters of fraud were testified to by

government witnesses, which matters will not be here dis-

cussed in the Statement of Evidence inasmuch as appellant

has apparently predicated his appeal only on the one

ground hereinbefore and hereinafter set forth.



QUESTION INVOLVED.

I.

When a defendant offers in evidence a document that is

properly rejected, is it reversible error for a Court sitting

without a jury to explain, at time of passing judgment,

why such document could not be considered in judging

defendant's case?

ARGUMENT.

I.

The Court Did Not Consider Defendant's Exhibit "K"

for Identification as Evidence and Error Cannot

Be Predicated on This Ground.

It is to be noted that Exhibit "K" for identification is a

purported bill-of-sale and receipt allegedly signed by Ray

Sherry showing $2500.00 paid for the horse "Bert Abbe"

[Rep. Tr. p. 153; Tr. p. 44]. This was offered in evi-

dence by defendant [Rep. Tr. p. 148] and, upon the gov-

ernment's objection to its receipt, was marked for identi-

fication.

In answer to the Court's query, witness Sherry stated

that the receipt did not bear his signature [Tr. p. 44].

Thereupon, the Court took an exemplar of the witness's

handwriting, which was marked "Court's Exhibit No. 1",

and refused to admit defendant's Exhibit "K" in evidence.
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The statement made by the Court at the time of passing

judgment commenced on page 492 of reporter's transcript

and continued for 1 1 pages to and including page 502.

Appellant's sole objection in the entire case is to one

closing paragraph comprising less than half a page of

the Court's statement. Herein [Appellant's Brief p. 4;

Rep. Tr. p. 501] the Court refers to the deliberate falsi-

fication of the tax return with regard to the prices of the

horses and states that the Sherry receipt (Exhibit "K" for

identification) "ivhich is not in evidence is palpably a

forgery:" The Court continued: "It is so declared by

Mr. Sherry. * * *" (Italics supplied.)

Here the Court referred to a denial [Tr. p. 44] by the

witness Sherry that he had signed a receipt which was

ofifered by defendant to prove that $2500.00 was paid for

the horse "Bert Abbe" rather than $550.00 as alleged by

government witnesses. Certainly the Court was entitled

to refer to the witness' statement that this purported re-

ceipt was not authentic for such a statement refuted the

evidence attempted to be adduced by appellant that

$2500.00 was actually nere paid. (It should be noted

that in the tax return in question it was claimed that

$8500 was paid for ''Bert Abbe" and $1875 was deducted

as depreciation on the basis of such alleged cost-price.)

It must also be noted that this receipt, and reference there-

to, related to 1)ut one of the numerous transactions where-

in the cost-price of livestock was raised for tax deprecia-

tion purposes.
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II.

The Cases Cited by Appellant Do Not Show That the

Trial Judge Committed Error by Making Passing

Reference to a Document Which Was Marked
for Identification.

The Court's only reference to Exhibit **K" was a nega-

tive reference. The fact that this exhibit was forged was

not used by the Court to show the falsification of records

re livestock costs, but was used to show that defendant's

attempted explanation as to cost was not adequate.

The cases cited by appellant are those where a jury

improperly considered documentary material in a positive

sense to convict a defendant. In this instant matter, the

cost price of "Bert Abbe" as $550.00 was established by

Paul McPherson [Tr. p. 42] and Ray Sherry [Tr. p. 44].

Witness Harlin E. Moore [Tr. p. 26] had previously tes-

tified that the cost price was given to him by the Wagners

as $8,500.00. Thus this receipt was only offered by the

defense to negative the testimony of McPherson and

Sherry. The Court discarded Exhibit "K" and, in state-

ment at time of judgment, explained why it disregarded

the offer of Exhibit "K". There is no indication that the

trial court regarded this forged document as anything

other than an instrument that could not be considered to

negative the claim of the government witnesses that only

$550.00 was paid for "Bert Abbe." The Court stated:

"* * * The deliberate falsification with regard

to the prices of the horses is apparent. Tt has not

even been explained. I think the Sherry receipt which

is not in evidence is palpably a forgery."
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Appellant paradoxically is objecting to the Court's

reference to a document which appellant offered, which

the Court refused and the only reference to which was

by way of explaining why such proffered evidence could

not be considered.

CONCLUSION.

Appellant's brief has been difficult to answer because

no case in point has been cited, nor has the exact basis

for this appeal been stated succinctly.

Apparently appellant's sole objection is that the Court

refused some evidence offered by appellant and then, in

passing judgment, explained briefly why it could not con-

sider such evidence. From this appellant concludes that

the Court, even in explaining why the rejected exhibit

could not be considered, did in fact thus consider Exhibit

"K" so that a reversal should be ordered. It is the posi-

tion of the government that the Court's comments could

not possibly have prejudiced the appellant nor were they

in any wise improper.

Respectfully submitted,

Wm. Fleet Palmer,

United States Attorney,

Ralph E. Lazarus,

Assistant U. S. Attorney.

Attorneys for Appellee.




